Instructions
To start:

All players start with ten white cards
The youngest person begins as the Card Czar, and plays a Black
Card in the center of the table. The Card Czar reads the question
or fill-in-the-blank phrase on the Black Card out loud.
Everyone else answers the question or fills in the blank by
passing one white card, face down, to the Card Czar.
The Card Czar shuffles all of the answers and shares each card
combination with the group. The Card Czar should usually re-read
the Black Card before presenting each answer. The Card Czar
then picks the funniest play/answer, and whoever submitted it
gets the black card as a point.
The first one to obtain three black cards wins the game.

QUESTIONS/BLACK CARDS:
Work in pairs now. You two are a pair, I feel like _____
There’s no more coffee, I want to ______
What would Finns do if the path was too narrow for two?
When a stranger looks you into the eyes and smiles. It’s
like _____
On independence day, a Finn watches ______ on
television.
Someone is sitting in your reserved seat, I tell him
_______
It is so dark in the winter you have to ______
________ taught me the Sauna life.
_________ told me not to go ice swimming alone.

Every day, I walk around my house in _______ and
________.
Don’t go inside with shoes! _______ said.
There’s someone’s ______ stuck in the pier.
One seat left in the movie theater and it’s in the center.
Did you know that salmiakki is made out of cows’ pee?
When you get someone as a pair, and you don’t know
him, he acts like _______.
When a foreigner speaks to you and you answer _____
in rally English.
When a foreigner says their first finnish word you feel
like: ______.
When you go to avanto and you are the one that waits
outside watching the last one.

When you're on a car ride and it is so silent you can hear
your own heartbeat, you start thinking that ______
The teachers asks something in class and someone
raises their hand and says loudly ______
You live in the middle of nowhere and your bus stop is
located in _______.
You put your back on the back of the sauna where there
is metal, you scream _______
It feels like _______ the first time you try mämmi.
Pea soup is the exact replication of ______.
At the nearest kebab restaurant, you ask for _______.
You left something on the train, but when you thought it
was gone for good, someone brings it back to you. It is
like ________.
You are in class and someone’s phone emits a sound
that reminds you of _______.

I scream in the middle of the lake because of _______.

RESPONSES/WHITE CARDS:
Ladybug

Heidi

sweet vengeancePainted Turtles

Salmiakki

Pipo the Unicorn

The Force

Ninja riding a werewolf

Pouncing on a mouse

Overheated Sauna

Ninjaturtle

Pee

Wool sock

Chilli Peppers

Scarf

Fetus

Reindeer

Glasses

Moped Car

Screaming like a maniac
Elves

Tappara

Potatoes

Nightmares
Pulla

Houses
Hair

Northern Lights
Flying Robots

Magnets

Ilves

Electronic Music
Ruisleipa

Phone
Alligator

Cats

Foot

Lamps

Milk

Sugar

T-Shirt
Tasty

Ass
River

Start killing people

Nasty

Ocean Han Solo

Revives Dog

Helmet

Yogurt

Alcoholism

Glogi

Astronomy

My mother screams
I want to pee

Smokers
Window

Mämmi

Friends with benefits

It’s lit

Airplane

Party

I want cheese

Off-Balanced Chairs
Toilets for the win
Tables

Clock
Amazing

Mailboxes

Farts by an old man
Done

POWer Rangers

Kill people

Carzzz

Hangover

stranger danger

Strange

Drinking

Door

Becoming a blueberry

Ignore that lil fish

Spiderman

Hitler’s mustache

Shaking sweaty hands

That is a violation of human rights.
Mass murder against penguins
Manual shifting car
Nothing

Stalin

Painting over the scars
A man

Vegimite

Shopping for the perfect accessories
A woman

Tampere

Black Jeans

Lenin

Putin’s Armpit

an Argentinian

Sibelius’ ugly lookin’ shoes
Trump Tower

Jalapenos

Trump’s tan

Bruno Mars’ ego

a broken spoon

Curing world hunger

Carpe Diem

A cone head

Aliens taking over

